AXBT vs Model 5 Nowcast: Depth vs Temp

Depth (m)

Temperature (deg C)

AXBT: 24.258, -87.08; Date: 20100603 151309
AXBT vs Model 5 Nowcast: Depth vs Temp

Depth (m)

Temperature (deg C)

AXBT: 24.253, -88.108; Date: 20100603 152852
AXBT vs Model 5 Nowcast: Depth vs Temp

Depth (m)

Temperature (deg C)

AXBT: 25.008, -87.888; Date: 20100603 160758
AXBT vs Model 5 Nowcast: Depth vs Temp

AXBT: 25.004, -85.385; Date: 20100603 164733
AXBT vs Model 5 Nowcast: Depth vs Temp

Temperature (deg C)

Depth (m)

AXBT: 26.009, -86.144; Date: 20100603 172739
AXBT vs Model 5 Nowcast: Depth vs Temp

AXBT: 27.517, -85.733; Date: 20100603 194315
AXBT vs Model 5 Nowcast: Depth vs Temp

Temperature (deg C)

Depth (m)

AXBT: 27.51, -88.19; Date: 20100603 202309
AXBT vs Model 5 Nowcast: Depth vs Temp

Temperature (deg C)

Depth (m)

AXBT: 27.503, -88.715; Date: 20100603 203038
AXBT vs Model 5 Nowcast: Depth vs Temp

Temperature (deg C)

Depth (m)

AXBT: 27.707, -88.998; Date: 20100603 203900